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I.
Magnificent Obsession:
Switzerland's Role in the Future of the European Union
by H. Dwight Page
History books generally refer to the golden age of French civilization
in the seventeenth century as the Age of Louis XIV or the Age of the Sun
King, yet, were there any justice, it would be more appropriate to refer to
that historical era as the age of Colbert, for it was Jean-Baptiste Colbert,
Louis XIV's minister of finance, whose wise management of the financial
machinery of the French state and whose policy of economic self-reliance
delivered France from the chaos of the religious and civil wars, stabilized
the country and thereby provided the foundation for France's world
empire and fabled cultural accomplishments at that time. 1 Karl Marx
made an important contribution to the history of ideas in the nineteenth
century when he perceived the essentially economic nature of social
relationships and historical change. And in the twentieth century Adolf
Hitler's rapid rise to power can be largely explained as a consequence of
the German people's belief that the Fuhrer was the only man in Germany
who was capable of rescuing them from the economic plight in which
they found themselves in the wake of the worldwide depression of the
1930s. These historical examples should alert us to the fact that, without
a strong economic foundation, no civilization can become truly great, and
on a far more serious note, that a weak economic foundation is a sure
recipe for social disaster. It should therefore come as no surprise to no one
in the readership of this journal that it is essentially a difference of opinion
about economic principles which is at the heart of the current dispute
between the Swiss Confederation and the European Union.
The Swiss have understandably strong opinions about economic
matters. It is common knowledge that Switzerland has one of the world's
most stable and impressive economies. Switzerland is not plagued by the
problem of inflation as are all other industrialized countries. There are
several secrets underlying Switzerland's economic success. First and
foremost is the unusual restraint characterizing both the price policy of
3
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businesses and the wage policy of labor and its organizations. Of equal
importance is the firm policy of monetary restraint pursued by the central
bank, with the full backing of the federal government in Berne and the
support of the public. Another important factor is the very sensible and
considerate manner in which the entire population has met the economic
challenges it has had to face in recent decades. There has been no split, no
loss of consensus about vital matters, and no flight into the self-deception
of currency debasement and inflation . In that way Switzerland has been
spared the fate of other nations that continue to suffer from stagflation
(Kung l 0). Presently, the Swiss inflation rate is below one per cent per
year. Both nominal and real interest rates are low by international
standards (Bacchetta 4). Ironically , despite the fact that it is the only
European country which remains obstinate in its refusal to seek admission
to the European Union, Switzerland is the only country besides
Luxembourg which actually fulfills all the criteria for the European
Monetary Unification specified in the Maastricht treaty (Bacchetta 3).
These extraordinarily stable economic conditions explain the fact that
more than six hundred American companies have chosen Switzerland as
their base for business operations in Europe.
Bank Confidentiality: Pillar of the Swiss Economy
The pillar of this model Swiss economy is the principle of bank
confidentiality , which supports the vast Swiss financial market and
banking industry and nourishes the power of the franc. With more than
4000 billion Swiss francs held by clients in a variety of specialized banks ,
the Swiss financial market is by far the most important in the world. The
Swiss banking industry provides jobs for tens of thousands of employees
and attracts hundreds of foreign banks, which have established branches
for private banking in Zurich , Basel and Geneva. This industry , so vital
for the survival of the Swiss economy , owes its success to the fact that it
has traditionally been able to capitalize upon the fiscal advantages
implicit in the principle of bank confidentiality guaranteed by Swiss law.
In the most recent round of talks between Switzerland and the
European Union, Union officials have asked the Swiss government to
initiate legislation which would lead to the demise of the tradition of bank
confidentiality. The European Union wants Switzerland to adopt the new
European principle of international exchange of savings account tax
information among fiscal authorities and banks , a principle diametrically
opposed to the concept of bank confidentiality . Such exchange of
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/2
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information is in the economic interest of Britain and the United States,
but, in the opinion of some, is detrimental to the economic interests of
Switzerland (Meyer, "Landres fait tout"). The European Union is
especially anxious that Switzerland participate in this new international
exchange of fiscal information, because it fears that, if Swiss banks
remain strongholds of confidentiality, too much European capital will flee
the banks of London, Paris, Rome, Madrid and Frankfurt for the more
secure vaults of Geneva, Basel and Zurich. The Union's fears are well
founded, for many prudent investors have already converted their
currencies into Swiss francs.
Pascal Couchepin, the Swiss minister of the economy, Kaspar
Villiger, the Swiss minister of finance, and the Association of Swiss
Bankers have recently reconfirmed that the principle of bank
confidentiality is not negotiable. This dispute over the issue of bank
confidentiality played a major role in the negative vote on union with
Europe in the national referendum of March 4th, 2001, in which 76.7%
of Swiss voters, and all the cantons, voted against the option of seeking
immediate admission to the European Union.
Let us trace the chronology of events leading up to this historic vote.
On January 18th, 2001, the European Union made a proposal that the
Swiss Confederation begin negotiations with the Union concerning the
principle of the international exchange of fiscal information; the European
Union had decided at the Feira conference in Portugal in June 2000 that
such international exchange of information would become law within the
Union by 2010. On January 31st, 2001 the Swiss Federal Council
announced that it was ready to begin discussions with the European Union
concerning the new European tax laws and even the principle of bank
confidentiality. In addition, on that same date, the Federal Council sent
three letters to the President of the European Union announcing its
priorities for a new round of bilateral talks for the purpose of deepening
cooperation between the Union and Switzerland.
The process of increasing entente rapidly deteriorated in February
2001, when the European Commissioner Chris Patten addressed a letter
to the Swiss Federal Council, in which he threatened "serious negative
consequences" if Switzerland continued to drag its feet on the issues of
fraud and a new tax system for savings accounts. Never before had any
European Union official expressed such a hostile attitude in his dealings
with the Swiss Confederation, and the aggressive tone of Commissioner
Patten's letter produced an understandable reaction of serious displeasure
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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in Berne . Simultaneously , certain members of the French Parliament
published a report criticizing both the Swiss financial market and the
Federal Council in extremely harsh terms . Members of the Swiss political
leadership and the Federal Council were understandably disturbed by
what they perceived as misunderstandings of their economic dilemma in
the European Union , and began to accelerate their campaign to persuade
Swiss voters to delay the process of negotiation concerning unification
with Europe . In addition , the Neinsager , the opponents of European
unification within Switzerland itself, took advantage of these
disagreements to drum up support for their anti-European position . To be
sure, there are other reasons for the Swiss refusal to join the European
Union , for example the fear of the limitation of popular rights in the wake
of European unification. Nonetheless , the negative vote on Europe of
March 4th, 2001 was essentially dictated by the widespread belief in
Switzerland that the economic costs of joining the European Union at the
present time would outweigh the economic benefits to be derived from
such an undertaking.
These misgivings were intensified during the weeks preceding the
March 4th vote by numerous speeches made by Pascal Couchepin , the
minister of the economy , which made it clear that unification with Europe
was neither economically feasible nor desirable for the country . In a press
interview the day after the vote, March 5th, 2001, President Moritz
Leuenberger stated that he felt that, by saying no to Europe , the Swiss
people had simply followed the advice of the Federal Council , who were
not opposed to the concept of European unification but who felt that a
Swiss request for admission to the European Union would be premature
and ill advised at the present time. The current Swiss governmental policy
on Europe is that negotiations with the European Union will continue but
that an application for Union membership will be made only at the
appropriate time, a time to be determined by the Swiss Confederation
itself. In other words, the government and people of Switzerland refuse to
be rushed into an agreement with such far reaching consequences by the
officials of the European Union ; they will decide their destiny for
themselves .
European Reaction to Switzerland 's Decision
The reaction in the rest of Europe to the March 4th Swiss decision to
remain independent has been remarkably understanding. The day
following the referendum , Luc Veron , a spokesman for the European
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/2
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Commission, read the following statement, "The European commission
notes that the Swiss people have not said no to Europe, but rather they
have chosen to respond to the question at a later date. This is a decision
which the European Union respects (Krimm). 2
The Swiss people's decision to refuse to join the European Union in
2001 becomes far more understandable and justifiable when we consider
the current bleak economic situation within the pan-European
organization. For decades the world's best economists have been warning
that European monetary unification would lead to global political and
economic turbulence. The reason for these distinguished economists' low
opinion of European monetary unification is their belief that this process
has been excessively dictated by political factors, to the detriment of
economic considerations. They feel that the motivation for European
monetary unification was essentially Jacques Delor's and Helmut Kohl's
dream of European political unity, a project designed to prevent the
recurrence of war. Unfortunately, in the opinion of these economists, the
policy making process in the evolution of European monetary unification
has not taken sufficient account of the discrepancies between the
economic costs and benefits involved in achieving this goal. While
politically a good idea, the program for European monetary unification,
in its present state, is economically quite ill advised.
In particular, Dr. Martin Feldstein, the President of the National
Bureau of Economic Research and a professor of economics at Harvard
University, has demonstrated in numerous publications that the adverse
economic effects of a single European currency on unemployment and
inflation would counter any gains thereby derived from facilitating trade
and capital flows among the members of the European Union (Feldstein,
"European Monetary Unification," 61). Professor Feldstein predicts that
over time, European Monetary Union will bring a higher level of cyclical
unemployment than would be possible in a Europe of separate national
currencies ("The European Central Bank," 351).
Dr. Feldstein has proven to be a real Nostradamus: his dire predictions
are now coming to pass. Despite the fact that the first tenet of the charter
of the European Central Bank is to fight inflation, inflation in the
European Union currently hovers between 2.6% and 2.9%. Indeed,
inflation in the Eurozone has consistently exceeded the bank's target of
2% since the introduction of the euro in January, 1999. The adverse
effects of European monetary unification upon unemployment, predicted
by Professor Feldstein for years, are now definitely a reality. In January,
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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2001, unemployment in France stood at 8.7%, in Germany at 7 .8% and in
Italy at more than 10%, significantly above the global unemployment
average of 6.2%. Exacerbating this problem is the fact that many
European companies such as Siemens, Philips and Alcatel have been
forced to fire large numbers of their staff because of missed profit goals.
On Black Wednesday, December 20th, 2000, several European stock
markets experienced serious setbacks. On that date, the Madrid Stock
Exchange recorded its worst day of the year, while trading on the New
Market of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, the premier market for the new
European economy, was severely impaired. Summing up the situation, the
picture for corporate earnings in Europe during the summer and fall of
2001 has been described in the European press as "pretty lousy."
Moreover, since the present day economy is a fundamentally
globalized economy and since the economies of the world's nations are
highly interdependent, the aforementioned negative economic situation
in Europe has had undesirable effects upon the American economy as
well. The economy of the United States has now tipped into recession.
Layoffs quadrupled in the United States between April 2000 and April
2001. Nearly half of American corporations have announced profit
warnings for the current year. The value of retirement portfolios for
American professors decreased by fifteen percent between January 1st
and June 30th , 2001. Gas prices increased by 10% from 2000 to 2001.
The American tourist vacationing during the summer of 2001 paid on the
average $14 a day more for gas and $10 a day more for food and lodging
than during the summer of 2000.
By the same token, the sharp slowdown of the United States economy
and the loss of confidence of the American consumer have impaired the
smooth functioning of the European and the entire global economic
machinery . Thus , imports from Europe to the United States declined 2.3
billion dollars during February , 2001 alone . Although the Central Bank
of Japan in a desperate move cut its interest rates to nearly 0% in March ,
2001, Japan nonetheless tipped into recession this past summer. The
national debt in Argentina recently soared to one hundred fifty billion
dollars , causing economic stress for the entire Latin American region. Due
to all these unfortunate factors , according to the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development , global economic growth has
slowed to 2% in 2001 , compared with 4 .1% in 2000 . Especially
worrisome are the numerous incidents of international political conflict
which have arisen this past year as a result of the currently clumsy and ill
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advised plan for European monetary unification. Professor Feldstein has
again and again drawn our attention in his research to the potential for
European monetary unification to produce a high level of international
political tension and strife. In this regard , we note that in May , 2001
French Prime Minister Lionel Jospin flatly refused the proposal by
German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder for outright European federalism,
arguing that the sovereignty of the member countries of the European
Union should remain paramount. This disagreement over objectives
between the governments of France and Germany was met with
skepticism and hostility throughout Europe, underscoring the huge
political divisions within the fifteen nation bloc. In June , 2001 the
GE/Honeywell merger, approved by the US Department of Justice , was
disapproved by the European Commission ' s Committee on Competition ,
pointing to a proliferation of disputes between the United States and the
European Union.
Compared with its neighbors in the European Union , who are being
plagued by so many economic and social woes, how is Switzerland faring
at present economically? The answer is: surprisingly well. In the midst of
the sea of Europe's present political and economic troubles , Switzerland's
stable economy shines forth like a beacon of hope. Switzerland currently
has the second lowest unemployment rate in the world after Iceland:
1.7%. In the year 2000 the Swiss capital market progressed fifteen percent
in volume. On August 22nd, 2001, when Ireland's Baltimore
Technologies reported an earnings loss of 23. 7 million pounds for the year
and Germany ' s Lufthansa reported a first halfnet loss of 43 million marks
for 2001, Switzerland ' s Nestle Corporation proudly announced that its
first half net profit for 2001 had risen thirteen percent to 3 .2 billion Swiss
francs. Indeed , Nestle's financial affairs are currently in such a healthy
condition that the company has recently expanded its operations in
Eastern Europe and Asia. Furthermore , Switzerland ' s economic
superiority is common knowledge. In this regard, on March 5th, 2001, the
day after the negative Swiss vote on union with Europe, the BBC
published the following statement at its internet site expressing
commiseration with the Swiss dilemma: "With an economy once again in
a state of growth, inflation, interest rates and an unemployment rate below
the European average, one can scarcely see any benefit that the Swiss
could derive from a rapid annexation to the European Union " (Meyer ,
"Un esprit insulaire"). These remarks by the BBC bring me back to my
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original point that the present dispute between Switzerland and the
European Union is of an essentially economic nature.
Economic and Ethical Dimensions of Swiss Entry into the EU
We must now ask ourselves a serious question. Since Switzerland has
such a successful economy, what would induce the Swiss government to
pursue its current policy of eventual unification with the economically
imperfect European Union? There are two reasons which should dictate
the pursuit of such a policy, the first of an economic and the second of an
ethical nature. With regard to the first point, the present day world's
economy is a profoundly globalized, interdependent economy. Any
distress on the New York Stock exchange immediately manifests itself in
similar distress on the other major stock exchanges around the globe.
Globalization dictates the necessity for the intensification of Swiss
participation in the process of European unification. As Swiss
entrepreneur Ernst Thornke has wisely observed, small scale Swiss
industry, and the machine/tools industry will not be able to survive, if
Switzerland continues to exclude itself from Europe (Wuthrich).
Moreover, while economic conditions in Switzerland are generally
superior to those in the rest of Europe, they are not perfect. Switzerland,
for example, has a higher cost of living than other European countries.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development has
conducted studies demonstrating that this Swiss economic problem results
from the fact that the Swiss economy is not sufficiently liberalized and
does not have sufficient competitive pressures (Artigot). The Swiss
government is aware of this problem, and in 1995 revised the law on
cartels in an effort to reduce the power of Swiss cartels and to promote a
higher level of economic competitiveness in the country. Even though the
Swiss government was able to develop this new policy independently, the
OECD's beneficial analysis of the Swiss economy should alert us to the
long term usefulness of greater Swiss cooperation with the European
Union, whose numerous agencies and vast network of expertise could
provide valuable advice to Swiss policy makers as the process of
globalization advances.
Secondly, with regard to the issue's ethical dimension, Switzerland,
as a nation of financial experts, can play an extraordinarily useful role in
assisting the other nations to become more effective economic planners
and more efficient financial managers. For example, in the midst of the
present global economic slowdown and recession, only a tiny handful of
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/2
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world corporations continues to perform well and to make significant
profits: the American corporations Federal Express and the Ford Motor
Company, and the Swiss corporation Nestle. Nestle, with its exceptionally
efficient managerial style, is a shining role model of what a company
should be. The case of Nestle proves that the Swiss have the skills to
weather the storm of global economic turbulence. The Swiss could help
the global economy a great deal by teaching less talented nations these
same managerial and entrepreneurial skills. Switzerland can best fulfill
this role as a mentor on economics and international finance by becoming
a member state within the European Union, where it can actively and
powerfully influence debate on these crucial issues in the European
Parliament and where it can legally intervene in legislation designed to
assist the developing African, Asian and South and Central American
states.
Readers will more readily appreciate the seriousness of this ethical
imperative when they ponder the fact that the stability of the Swiss banks
and the wisdom of Swiss bankers were a major factor that prevented the
global economy from crashing in the wake of the World Trade Center
disaster of September 11th. On that horrible day, with the nerve center of
the global economy literally in shambles and with Wall Street brokers
literally running for their lives, the legendary banks of Geneva and Zurich
and the European Central Bank in Frankfurt remained the only stable
international financial institutions in the world. While bewildered New
Yorkers were seeking refuge in their homes, Frankfurt, Geneva and
Zurich were being transformed into beehives of international financial
activity. Responding with extraordinary ingenuity to the unprecedented
disaster, these skillful Swiss and European bankers were able to neutralize
the mounting global panic during the temporary loss of the New York
Stock Exchange, mollify the wild gyrations on the European and Asian
exchanges, and offer to consumers and investors around the globe a sense
of confidence and security. This catastrophe gives us powerful evidence
that Swiss financial wisdom and intervention can make a real difference
in calming the waters of the turbulent sea of international finance; the
horrific events of September 11th should also offer incentive to the Swiss
government to accelerate the process of cooperation with the European
Union. In a globalized world, no nation can remain an island.
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Prime Cause of Economic Crisis
Having established Switzerland's ability to play a decisive role in the
stabilization of the global economy, I would now like to draw the reader's
attention to the optimal solution for the current global economic and
financial crisis. However, in order to find the solution for this problem, we
must first understand its cause. The current world economic crisis began
in July, 1997 when Thailand was forced to devalue its currency. Financial
crises subsequently swept in domino fashion throughout Indonesia, South
Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, Hong Kong, Russia and Brazil. In the
crisis countries currencies and equity prices plummeted, economic growth
turned into recession, wealth evaporated,jobs were destroyed and poverty
soared. Private capital flows to these emerging economies nosedived,
while the industrialized countries saw their export markets shrink
(Goldstein 170).
At present, it is widely and wrongly believed that the culprit
responsible for the current global slowdown is the lack of consumer
confidence and spending in the United States , and yet in the text of its
most recent rate cutting decision, the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve explicitly declared that the real culprits harming the American
and global economy are not the American consumer but rather
disappearing capital spending and falling American exports abroad. We
find dramatic evidence of the truth of this assessment when we consider
the statistics. In the wake of the aforementioned 1997 Asian financial
crisis, US exports to the most affected areas fell forty percent. More
recently, between March and June 2001 US exports to Europe tumbled ten
percent, US exports to Mexico nine percent and US exports to Japan
fifteen percent. The Fed's attribution of our current global economic woes
to falling American exports abroad returns our attention to the highly
interdependent nature of the globalized world economy: given that the
United States economy is the motor generating the vitality of the other
nations' economies, when American exports to foreign countries sharply
fall, the economies of other countries suffer as well, in that the efficiency
of the American motor which drives them has been impaired.
If the experts at the Fed feel that falling American exports are the
principal cause of the global economic slowdown, we obviously need to
determine why American exports are falling. In this case, the culprit is
definitely an excessively strong American dollar, which increases the
costs of American products abroad, so that these cannot compete with
domestic products in the countries to which they are exported. In other
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/2
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words , the current global economic crisis is essentially a result of
currency volatility. It is a vicious circle: the global economy, initially
destabilized by the devaluation of the Thai currency in 1997, continues to
be destabilized by an excessively strong dollar , which is highly unstable
in its relationship with the euro and the yen. A vast amount of economic
research corroborates this explanation. Many of the world's most
respected economists , including Paul Allaire , George David, Maurice
Greenberg, Lee Hamilton , John Heimann, Ray Marshall, James
Schlesinger, George Soros , Ezra Vogel and Paul Volcker, have
demonstrated that currency volatility is one of the principal sources of the
world's economic problems . On the practical side , many businessmen
likewise consider currency volatility to be the cause of their companies'
poor profits and excessive number of layoffs.
Perceiving this problem to be the root of the evil, in desperation many
American businessmen appealed to President Bush to make international
currency alignment the top priority of the G8 summit in Genoa in July,
2001. John Sweeney , the president of the AFL-CIO , the United States'
largest labor organization, wrote a letter to President Bush, stating that the
overvalued dollar has contributed to job losses and has stymied the Fed's
effort to prop up demand , while Jerry Jasinowski , president of the
National Association of Manufacturers , in his letter to the president , made
the following appeal : "Clearly with manufacturers , farmers and labor
unions all singing the same tune , there is a growing consensus that the
Number 1 impediment to a healthy US and global economic recovery is
the overvaluation of the dollar. .. We urge you to stop this economic
hemorrhaging by acting to ensure that the value of the dollar will be
consistent with economic reality and market conditions , and by initiating
steps with G8 countries and their monetary authorities to address the
disparities in the exchange market rates." While the point of view of these
American businessmen is dictated by practical considerations, the task
force on the future of the global financial architecture , composed of some
of the world ' s most distinguished economists , has drawn the same
theoretical conclusions . In its report published in 1998, the task force
stated that a large group of task force members felt that there could be no
serious reform of the global financial architecture without a fundamental
reform of G-3 currency arrangements.
The research of Robert Mundell , the recipient of the 1999 Nobel Prize
for Economic Science , has likewise identified currency volatility as the
main cause of the world ' s economic problems. Professor Mundell has
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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developed the most intelligent and effective solution for the problem to
date. According to Professor Mundell, the world currency problem could
be solved by creating a world bank producing an international asset
backed by reserves of dollars, yen, euros and gold (Mundell 298). In order
to achieve this goal, it would be necessary to restore a system of fixed
exchange rates, similar to that proposed at the Bretton Woods conference
in 1944, but this time with countries not sterilizing changes in their money
supply resulting from balance of payments disequilibria, which would rob
the system of its adjustment mechanism. As a first step in that direction,
Mundell advocates fixing the exchange rate of the dollar with respect to
the euro and the yen and intervening in foreign exchange markets to
moderate the volatility in their exchange rates. Professor Mundell
confesses that not much can be done if the leaders of the major currency
blocs continue to insist upon policies that lead to volatile exchange rates.
But if agreement could be achieved on the desirability of fixed exchange
rates among the currencies of Japan, the European Union and the United
States, and if the inflation of each of these three major currency areas
were subdued, it would be easy to build around these G-3 currencies a
World Central Bank, the advantages of which would be so great that all
countries could gain from it. ·
At this point the reader might well ask the following question: If
Robert Mundell has proposed a brilliant solution for the world's economic
problems and if Professor Mundell enjoys the universal respect of his
colleagues, why do we continue 'to be plagued by inflation, unemployment
and the daily wild and annoying swings in the DOW and the NASDAQ
which so undermine consumer confidence and global economic stability?
What is the missing link between the perfect economic model and its
perfect application?
What is missing is appropriate mediation. As yet no mediator has
come forward to engineer the necessary consensus among policy makers
in different countries concerning the rightness of Professor Mundell's
philosophy of a World Central Bank. Such consensus is an indispensable
prerequisite for the implementation of a feasible policy to guide the new
interdependent global economy. In addition, it is a sine qua non for the
optimal performance of the elements of globalization.
Here is where the Swiss come in. It is in the arena of consensus
building on the principles which should govern perfect globalization
where Swiss diplomacy can bear much fruit. Switzerland has a reputation
for excellence in mediation. We recall that Switzerland was able to
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/2
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mediate a resolution for the Iran hostage crisis in 1979, where other
nations failed. It is especially appropriate for Switzerland to intervene in
the global financial crisis because of its fame as the world's premier
banking center and financial market. Who better than the Swiss can give
advice on financial matters? With this in mind, the Swiss government
should establish a commission on globalization, similar to the Bergier
commission established in 1997 to explore the Swiss role in the Second
World War. This commission should prepare a report on ideal globalized
economic policy to be submitted not only to the Swiss government itself
but also eventually to the delegates to European Parliament in Strasbourg
as well as the delegates to the United Nations in New York. Indeed, this
document should be a centerpiece of future Swiss negotiations with the
European Union. Upon reading such a report, these delegates would
immediately appreciate the consummate logic and the extraordinary
usefulness of the advice contained in this document to promote a truly
optimal and durable stable global economy . They would moreover
doubtless share this highly valuable information with policy makers in
their respective homelands. The European Union, and indeed the entire
globe, desperately needs the expert economic advice which only such a
carefully structured and professionally prepared document can provide.
The ethical imperative dictating its composition is therefore most clear.
Recommendations
What would be the salient recommendations of such a hypothetical
Swiss commission's report? They would be the following:
1. The government of the European Union and the governments of all
nations must base their macroeconomic policy making upon a synthesis
of the recommendations of Professor Robert Mundell and the task force
on the future of the international financial architecture. This is the wisest
advice currently available in the field of international economic
policy-making.
2. Since both Professor Mundell and the task force feel that an
indispensable prerequisite for the serious reform of the global financial
architecture is the fundamental reform of G-3 currency arrangements, the
government of the European Union should make the stabilization of the
volatility among the euro , dollar and yen its top priority. To this end, in
its diplomatic dealings with the United States and Japan, the European
Union should appeal for the creation of a new system of fixed exchange
rates among the dollar, the euro and the yen.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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3. At present , the euro is an economically costly device for achieving
political union. This need not be the case. The leaders of the political push
for European monetary union seemed totall y unaware of the
considerations emphasized by economists in the theory of optimum
currency areas . On the pessimistic side , the failure of so many members
of the European Union to closely approximate the criteria for an optimum
currency area could result in considerable economic distress generating
substantial political tension (Willett 384). Europe's economic problems
can best be vanquished by the implementation of policies inducing the
generation of the conditions typically prevailing in such an optimum
currency zone : in such an area, labor and product markets are flexible ,
labor is mobile among the regions within the area , and a central fiscal
authority provides counterbalancing fiscal transfers (Feldstein , "European
Central Bank," 349). Such conditions are satisfied in the United States ,
but not yet in Europe. Therefore , the financial and economic committees
of the European Parliament should devise legislation in order to assure
that these conditions do prevail in Europe as well.
4. It is imperative that European labor markets become more flexible .
Despite the repeated calls of the International Monetary Fund and the
Organization on Economic Cooperation and Development , the process of
European monetary unification has so far generated little overall
improvement in labor market flexibility. Worse yet , there are attempts to
eliminate the differences in labor practices and even the differences in
wages among the countries of the European Union. These
counterproductive policies will reduce the international competitiveness
of many European industries and encourage the adoption of protectionist
policies to keep non-European products out of European markets.
European Union legislation imposing protectionist policies would
undermine the entire global trading system and create serious conflicts
with the United States and other trading partners . (Feldstein , EMU , 67).
Such protectionist policies must therefore be avoided at all cost.
5. There is a great need to implement major reforms in national
budgeting procedures within the European Union that would make it
easier to sustain strong budget positions in the long run . Unfortunately , as
with labor markets , little progress has been made on this front (Willett
88).
6. Even more damaging to the flow of international trade and
investments than excessive exchange rate volatility , are wide and
persistent exchange rate misalignments between the euro and the dollar ,
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/2
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and the euro and the yen. A significant exchange rate misalignment
persisting for years can impose significant real costs on the economy in
the form of a higher rate of unemployment, idle capacity , bankruptcy and
protectionism, and these would lead to serious international trade
disputes. The best way to avoid such damaging exchange rate
misalignment among the euro, dollar and yen is the implementation of
greater macroeconomic policy coordination among the three major trading
blocs, the European Union, the United States and Japan , and the best way
to achieve such international macroeconomic coordination is to adopt
Professor Robert Mundell's proposal for the establishment of a new
World Central Bank (Salvatore 412). Such an international financial
institution would provide a canopy of protection shielding the currencies
of the G-3 countries from the dangers of excessive volatility , stabilizing
these three core global economies , and enabling them to offer more
effective support to the troubled economies of the developing nations . The
absence of this institution in the current global economic picture is a
seriously debilitating liability ; its presence at the apex of the global
financial structure would strengthen and stabilize the presently fragile
world economy and catalyze brisker and healthier international trade.
7. While attempts to coordinate monetary policies are likely to be
effective in controlling global inflation , Harvard professor Jeffrey Sachs'
analysis of international policy coordination suggests that, in order to
fashion a truly optimal global macroeconomic policy , governments must
also improve international trade balances. Monetary coordination does
little to improve trade balances; the coordination of fiscal policies , on the
other hand , has been shown to be a field where mutual gains in the area
of trade balances could be realized . Unfortunately , the current fiscal
policies of most countries do not lend themselves to being part of
international agreements (McKibbon and Sachs 208-209) . International
diplomacy must address this problem .
8. Given that the Nestle Corporation has such impressive management
and profits despite the global recession , the appropriate committees of the
European Parliament should carefully examine Nestle's managerial
policies and then suggest these policies as models for companies
throughout Europe experiencing economic difficulties.
9. There are several organizations in the developing world , such as the
Parlacen in Central America, which are striving to stabilize economic and
political conditions in their respective regions. The European Parliament
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should support these organizations' noble efforts to improve their homelands through financial aid and international trade agreements .
10. If emerging economies are not full partners in the global reform
exercise, it will not work. Therefore , the International Monetary Fund, the
Financial Stability Forum and the presidents of the regional development
banks should convene a special global meeting of finance ministers to
establish priorities on financial reform measures and to agree on specific
timetables for specific corrective steps . This last recommendation was one
of the most important recommendations made by the task force on the
future of the global financial architecture (Goldstein 112). It should be
implemented as soon as possible by the European Parliament and the
United States Congress.

Conclusion
At present the Swiss government continues to pursue its policy
objective of eventual unification with the European Union. It has the
difficult task of balancing the need to make the Swiss economy more
competitive in the globalized world market , which can best be
accomplished by membership in the European Union , with the need to
prevent the destabilization of the highly stable Swiss economy , a problem
which would result from a premature and excessively hasty decision to
seek admission to the pan-European group . The main obstacle in current
Swiss negotiations with the European Union is the issue of the Swiss laws
protecting bank confidentiality , a cornerstone of the Swiss economy .
While Pascal Couchepin , Kaspar Villiger and the Association of Swiss
Bankers have stated categorically that bank confidentiality is of
fundamental macroeconomic importance for Switzerland and is therefore
not negotiable, several Swiss bankers have expressed confidence in recent
months in the Swiss press that this issue does not constitute an
insurmountable problem. They feel that Swiss banking laws are evolving
and can be modified so that Swiss banks could continue to function
efficiently and satisfy their clientele within the framework of the general
European banking system (Coudret).
The Swiss government should take advantage of the current
negotiations with Europe not only to build a constellation of alliances
which will be in the best interest of the Swiss state but also to offer some
badly needed economic advice to the beleaguered government of the
European Union. The Union's present economic and financial architecture
is flawed by several serious defects , universally recognized and deplored
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/2
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by the world's best economists. These defects must be speedily corrected,
if we are to avoid a serious global economic crisis . As the world's premier
financial advisers, Swiss bankers and diplomats can make a significant
contribution to the resolution of these grave global economic disorders.
Such a commitment to the task of financial advising should dictate all
phases of the process of Swiss negotiations on unification with Europe.
As a candidate , yet non-member state of the European Union ,
Switzerland is in a particularly powerful position during the opening
decade of the twenty-first century both to exert influence over the
development of future European economic and financial policy and to
assure the preservation of its traditionally prosperous economy . Unlike
other small states such as Belgium and The Netherlands already within
the orbit of the European Union's legal authority , Switzerland need not
obsequiously obey Strasbourg's and Brussels ' commands. The European
Union needs the model Swiss economy and the strong Swiss banks, and
for this reason the European Commission would be all the more inclined
to accede to Swiss wishes, were they presented with tact and
professionalism. This fact greatly increases Swiss international bargaining
power at the present time. As negotiations with Europe proceed during the
upcoming months , Swiss diplomats in Brussels and Strasbourg should
propose meetings explicitly for the purpose of working out the economic
disagreements between Switzerland and Europe and for the purpose of
seeking a definitive solution for the economic problems of the European
Union as a whole .
These discussions would afford the perfect opportunity for the Swiss
Confederation to present the plan for global macroeconomic policy
coordination suggested in this research , which hopefully by that time
would have been perfected by a commission composed of Swiss
economic experts. Swiss negotiators at these meetings should make it
clear that the assimilation of the Swiss Confederation into the European
Union is contingent upon two points: first, the European Parliament must
demonstrate its willingness to heed Swiss economic advice by initiating
legislation designed to implement the key suggestions proposed by the
Swiss plan for optimal globalization; secondly, the European Commission
must give the Swiss Confederation the assurance that as a member state
of the Union , Swiss delegates and economic advisers to the European
Parliament would hold seats on the committees holding the responsibility
for the management of these much improved macroeconomic policies . If
these two points are not satisfied , Swiss diplomats should make it clear to
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their colleagues in Brussels and Strasbourg that further Swiss negotiations
on the subject of European unification are out of the question.
Switzerland should take all the more seriously its responsibility to
offer economic advice to the European Union in that a vital prerequisite
for the destruction of international terrorism is the economic stabilization
of the countries involved in combating the terrorists. In this regard ,
justifying her appeal for American aid to Pakistan , Mrs. Benazir Bhutto,
the former Pakistani prime minister , made the following statement in a
recent televised interview with Larry King: "An economically stable
Pakistan can more effectively combat terrorism." Corroborating Mrs.
Bhutto's point of view , I should like to add that in general an
economically stable world can devote more attention and energy to
security than a world plagued by constant and debilitating economic
crises. While Britain , France , Germany , Russia , Japan and other nations
are contributing to the present war on terrorism through their support of
President Bush's military and political coalition , the Swiss government
can best contribute to the antiterrorist cause through its dissemination of
economic and financial advice designed to stabilize and strengthen the
countries directly involved in the struggle against terror.
If the Swiss government is seeking a plan both to assure for itself a
powerful role in the future of Europe and to facilitate the process of global
economic stabilization , it need look no further than the present research.
This research , which I formally presented on October 6th, 2001 at the
Embassy of Switzerland in Washington , constitutes a blueprint for the
construction ofa perfect global economy. This paper and its bibliography
represent a conveniently condensed synthesis of the ideas of the most
brilliant economists available today in the fields of international
economics and finance. It is my gift to the Swiss Confederation. I pray
that Swiss policy makers and diplomats will take maximum advantage of
its wisdom as they seek ways to mentor economically less fortunate
nations and to help to make terrorism obsolete.
In this salutary enterprise the government of the Swiss Confederation
should not be deterred by the negative thinking of economists such as
Martin Feldstein. Albeit brilliant, the research of these prophets of gloom
and doom is based upon the false and useless assumption that , first , the
current unstable economic conditions in Europe and around the world will
never improve and will inevitably deteriorate , and secondly , that policy
makers will never listen to well intentioned and well informed economic
advice. In addition , such negative thinking does not anticipate the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/2
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unprecedented improvements in the global economic machinery which
could be engineered by intelligent Swiss diplomatic intervention in the
affairs of state of the European Union. However, if Swiss mediators could
only convince policy makers within the European Union to posit faith in
and implement the highly practical and useful models for an ideal global
economy proposed by more optimistic experts such as Professors Robert
Mundell and Jeffrey Sachs , and the task force on the future of the global
financial architecture, the present defects in the global economic system
would automatically correct themselves and the world's economic and
financial problems would be resolved.
The commitment to the worldwide dissemination of this wise and
hitherto poorly communicated economic and financial advice should be
the magnificent obsession of Swiss policy makers and diplomats around
the globe as they proceed with their international negotiations on the
subjects of European unification and economic globalization.
Endnotes
I . This article is dedicated to all the victims of the horrific events of September 11th, 200 I .
It is my earnest hope that it will contribute to the establishment of a new world order

wherein reason, logic, and respect for ethics dictate the affairs of state of all nations and
wherein will prevail international understanding and peace.
I would also like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the following persons , whose
help and support were indispensable for the completion of this project:
Mrs. Adele Miller, Director of Library Services at Hiwassee College in Madisonville,
Tennessee, Miss Jennifer Newcome, Instructor of Library Science at Hiwassee College and
the staff of Hodges Library at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville , all of whom
assisted me in the identification of bibliographic materials for this article.
Mrs. Adelheid Schill of Lausanne, Switzerland, who sent me many Swiss newspaper
articles during the winter and spring of 200 I, which enabled me to update my research on
current Swiss negotiations with the European Union.
Dr. Leo Schelbert of Chicago, lllinois , who has sponsored and edited my research in
Swiss studies for nearly a decade .
The Departments of French, German and History at Davidson College, the Department
of Romance Languages at Harvard University and the German and Spanish Schools at
Middlebury College, which have all contributed to the development of my skills as a
scholar.
My childhood neighbor in Laurinburg, North Carolina, Mrs. Geraldine Warren , who first
acquainted me with the French language and inspired me to major in European Studies at
Davidson College.
Finally, I wish to express my special thanks to my parents , Sergeant Major Herbert C.
Page and Mrs. Connie T. Page of Laurinburg , North Carolina, who have always funded and
encouraged my international travels and my studies in international relations .
2. All translations in this article are the author's.
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